Applying Ant Colony Algorithm for Page Ranking Calculation
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Abstract: Nowadays almost search engines use classical keyword-based method in order to query but almost search engines just match keyword within database and return the result. Many times search engines return result for thousands pages and may be few pages that meet the requirements. This old method makes poor relevance information. Generally page rank index method used for search engine output sorting developed at Stanford University, that seem high correlation between high PageRank index and general page importance judged by human users [1]. There are two drawbacks of page rank, first is necessity to have access to entire of web structure to perform proper computation and secondly is CPU speed consuming to calculate all data. If network is huge, researcher need high CPU speed to calculate whole data. Goal of this paper is use Ant Colony Ranking (ACR) algorithm to reduce two drawbacks as mention above by use ants to find \(<a href= "...">...</a>\) tag of each page (or links of each pages) and go to that web site following information in \(<a href= "...">...</a>\) tag and repeat previous step until meet condition in section 4, then ant store path information in database and construct path. Finally compute page rank by formula (1) and destroy ants. The experiment indicates that ACR algorithm will faster than standard page rank in long term.
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Introduction
Nowadays almost search engines use classical keyword-based method to query the question in search engine web site. Many situations of users that search engine retrieve thousands (or more) pages of output but unfortunately almost of them are junk because of irrelevance information that get from search engines. PageRank indexing successfully used for search engine output sorting. There seems to be quite high correlation between high PageRank index and general page importance judged by human users [1]. There are two drawbacks of page rank, first is necessity to have access to entire of web structure to perform proper computation and secondly is CPU speed consuming to calculate all data. If network is huge, researcher need high CPU speed to calculate whole data. Goal of this paper is use Ant Colony Ranking (ACR) algorithm to reduce two drawbacks as mention above by use ants to find \(<a href= "...">...</a>\) tag of each page (or links of each pages) and go to that web site following information in \(<a href= "...">...</a>\) tag and repeat previous step until meet condition in section 4, then ant store path information in database and construct path. Finally compute page rank by formula (1) and destroy ants. The experiment indicates that ACR algorithm will faster than standard page rank in long term.

1 Standard Page Rank Equation
PageRank is one of the methods that Google uses to determine a page’s relevance or importance [2]. Standard page rank equation is developed at Stanford University [3] and has standard equation as shown in equation (1).

\[
PR(A) = (1-d) + d \left( \frac{PR(T_1)}{C(T_1)} + \frac{PR(T_2)}{C(T_2)} + \ldots \right)
\]

Which:

\(PR(A)\) = Page Rank of web site A
\(d\) = Damping Factor which can set among 0 to 1 (generally set to 0.85[2]).
\(T_i - T_n\) = Page \(l\) to \(n\) that point to page A
(1-d) = Probability that the random surfer get bored[3].

\[ PR(T_n) = \text{Page rank of page that linking to page A.} \]

\[ C(T_n) = \text{Number of outgoing for page T}_n. \]

\[ \frac{PR(T_n)}{C(T_n)} = \text{Back link from page T}_n \]

Example:
Find page rank of page A, B, C, D [2]

Back link from page C to page A or term \( \left( \frac{PR(T_n)}{C(T_n)} \right) \) of page A = c then,

\[ PR(A) = 1-d + d(c) \quad (2) \]

Back link from page A to page B or term \( \left( \frac{PR(T_n)}{C(T_n)} \right) \) of page B = a/2 then,

\[ PR(B) = 1-d + d(a/2) \quad (3) \]

Back link from page A, B and D to page C or term \( \left( \frac{PR(T_n)}{C(T_n)} \right) \) of page A, B and D = a/2 + b + d then,

\[ PR(C) = 1-d + d(a/2 + b + d) \quad (4) \]

Because of no back link from any page to page D or term \( \left( \frac{PR(T_n)}{C(T_n)} \right) \) of page D = 0 then,

\[ PR(D) = 1-d + d(0) \quad (5) \]

I use equation 2, 3, 4 and 5 to calculate page rank of this example by using Java code below.

```java
class PageRank {
    public static void main(String[] args)
    {
        double a = 0, b = 0, c = 0, d = 0,
        i = 90.0,
        damp = 0.85, k = 1;
        while (i >= 1)
        {
            a = (1 - damp) + damp*c;
            b = (1 - damp) + damp*a/2;
            c = (1 - damp) + damp*(a/2 + b + d);
            d = (1 - damp);
            System.out.println(" Round " + k + "+ a + "+ b + "+ c + "+ d");
            i--; k++;
        }
        System.out.println(" a = " + a);
        System.out.println(" b = " + b);
        System.out.println(" c = " + c);
        System.out.println(" d = " + d);
    }
}
```

From Fig. 2 the value of page rank must converge to stable value (in this example round 87). For this example just only 4 pages, if calculate all web structure (around) 1.5 billons pages the researcher need CPU speed as much as possible to calculate all pages and it will occurs billions iteration to repeat calculations.

2 Ant Colony Ranking algorithm
Ant Colony Ranking (ACR) algorithm is a system based on agents who simulate the natural behavior and cooperative of ants. ACR based on following rules [1].

- Ants will find the first page to crawl and go to that page.
- Ants find `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag and record its data to ant’s memory. After that ants will drop pheromone on `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag and created itself equal with number of `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag. Finally each ant crawl to each `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag on that page.
- After ants crawl on new page each and will find `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag and do previous step again until
  - Page that ants visit don’t have any `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag.
  - Ant’s memory full.
- After ants visit all web structure it will come back to home and store information of all ants in database and ants will be destroyed.

3 Ant Colony Ranking Software

In order to reduce two drawbacks of page rank, this research use Ant Colony Ranking instead of web crawler and adapt some ACR algorithm express in section 3 to fit with Ant Colony Ranking software. ACR software has following algorithm to work.

- ACR software read (or load) web page in main memory of computer (in this experiment use www.sanook.com for the first page). It will be fit with computer’s memory.
- ACR software find and count number of `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag in that file to create session of ants. If loaded file has not any `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag ACR software will drop that page and load other page instead.
- Each ants go to web site follow links in `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag and download that page to memory.
- When ants visit to any link in `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag, ants will record in cache (or ants memory) and drop pheromone to tell another ants to neglect this path. The meaning of “Drop pheromone” in this situation ACR software insert “***” sign before and end of `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag. For example *** `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag.
- Ant will do previous step again if it found “***” sign it will ignore that link and go to next link until
  - Page that ant visit don’t have any `<a href = "..."> ... </a>` tag.
  - Completely number of loop defined in ACR software. ACR software determines loop of iteration because of Internet is very big and has many pages (around 1.5 billion pages) if don’t determine loop researcher must waiting for long time until all ant tour all Internet (in ACR software set iteration to 60,000)
  - Ant’s memory full (in ACR software set ant’s memory to 1 MB).
- After finished finding information in previous step, ants will return all information to ACR software and save to database.
- ACR software will collect information of all ants and construct path and destroy ants.
- ACR software will use equation (1) to find page rank and export output in coordinate of number of click (or link) and number of page in CSV (Comma Separate Value) format.
- Use spreadsheet program to plot graph as shown in Fig 3.

Note:

- Ant will load each page to computer, do “drop pheromone” and another action on computer not on that website.
- This figure below is average of 20 experiment output.
From Fig 3, This graph plotted from coordinate x, y by x-axis is number of page that ants tour (in this case about 50,000 pages), y-axis is number of click (or number of `<a href="..." > ... </a>` tag) in each page of website that ants tours. The experiment shows that in the initial state number of ants are low when number of pages is increasing number of ants are high, ants makes number of click high because of in this stage probability that ants found pheromone is low. If number of page more than (about) 23,000 pages number of click is reduce because of probability of each ants found pheromone (or “***” sign) is high.

4 Conclusion
Ant Colony Ranking (ACR) algorithm built to reduce two drawbacks of standard ranking method, web structure and large iteration. Ants built whole web structure after ants come back to home (in real experiment, all action does on the computer not on website). Generally ants will less time spending than standard page rank because of number of ants will increase non linear when number of page increase linearly. That means ACR algorithm save the time to construct the web structure in long term.

Moreover ACR reduce large iteration by use ants to crawl to web structure and when number of page is increasing, the probability of ants that found “Pheromone dropped” is high, then probability that ants found path will decreasingly. It makes number of click (or `<a href="..." > ... </a>` tag) is slightly. That means ACR algorithm will reduce number of page that must calculate.
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